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Metal forming  
      
3. Deep drawing    (6 p) 
 
a. What is a forming limit diagram? Explain how the diagram is made as well as how it is used. 
Start with pointing out what you find on the x- and y-axis.  (4 p) 
 
b. Explain how and why the lubrication affects the LDR in deep drawing. (2 p) 
 
 
4. High-strength materials and formability   (3 p) 
 
Light weight products can mean using more high strength materials. Point out and briefly 
explain two important disadvantages of high strength materials from a formability point of 
view. (Note: Do not confuse formability with high press forces). 
 
 
5. Hydroforming   (4p) 
 
- What conventional process chain does hydroforming “compete” with? (How would a 
hydroformed part be made with conventional technologies?)  
- Compare and point out the main advantages and disadvantages of hydroforming compared to 
the conventional solution. Explain each point briefly. 
 

Metal Cutting 
 
6. Grinding and hard turning  (6p) 
 
a.  The resulting surface from grinding is much dependent on how worn the grinding wheel is. 
Explain:  
  - How will grinding wheels and abrasive wear?  
  - How does the abrasive act on the surface? How does a ground surface look like? 
  - Correlate the first two points: How will the surface change as abrasives wear?  
      (4p) 
 
b.  Briefly compare hard turning to grinding. Point out the difference on how the surface is 
produced. Also comment briefly on energy consumption and flexibility/set-up time for the two 
processes.      (2 p) 
 
 
7. Metal Cutting Fluids   (5p) 
 
a. Why is heat created in metal cutting? There are several causes for the heat generation. 
Explain by making a figure of where the heat is generated.  (2 p) 
 
b. When and why can dry cutting (no cutting fluid at all) make sense? Examplify!   (2 p) 
 
c. Why might dry cutting not be an economical way to machine parts in ordinary turning of 
steel for example? Give some comment on whether you therefore think dry cutting is a 
sustainable solution.      (1 p) 
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8. High-Speed Machining   (4p) 
 
a. Why is safety (for operators etc) a problematic question in HSM? What measures are 
typically taken in HSM to avoid problems?    (2p)  
 
b. Some factors mentioned in the literature on HSM and computer numerical control (CNC) 
are:  “Data transfer speed”, “NURBS”, and “Look-ahead function”. Select two of these and 
briefly explain what they mean and why they are important in HSM  (2p) 
  

9. Metal cutting - Micro machining (3p) 
 
a. One can say that the material properties are of more importance in micro machining. What 
“type” of material properties is that, and why is it important?   (2p)    
 
b. Give some other example of factor where micro machining is different than conventional 
metal cutting.     (1p) 
 
 
Joining  
 
10 Soldering (3p) 
 
When soldering electronics components to PCB:s fluxes can be added in different ways. 
Describe how and when flux is added in:  
 -hand soldering 
 -wave soldering 
 -surface mount technology (mechanised) 
You must show when the flux is added with respect to the soldering. 
 
 
11. Clinching compared to spot welding (3p)     

The literature gives in total 9 advantages for clinching. Mention at least three where clinching 
has an advantage over spot welding. Also mention three other advantages. Very briefly explain 
each point. 
 
 

12. Surface Topography  (4p) 
 
a. A machined surface typically contains three features: Roughness, waviness and form error. 
How are these three features typically produced? Use grinding, turning or milling as an 
example.         (2 p) 
 
b. How can one in practice distinguish these three features? Your answer should for full scoring 
include the term “cut-off”.      (2 p)  
 
 
 


